Abstract

A completely automatic face recognition system is presented. The method works on color face images and localizes the face region from them initially. It then determines and selects important fiducial facial points and characterizes them by applying a bank of Gabor filters which extract the peculiar texture around them (jets). A well known PCA technique is used to reduce the dimensionality of jets and recognition is realized by measuring the similarity between different jets in eigenspace. The system design is inspired by recent advancements in local feature detection and feature extraction techniques. A complete investigation on the proposed system is conducted, which covers face recognition under pose, illumination and expression variations. The performance of the proposed system is compared with standard methods and it shows the superiority of the proposed system. This research also demonstrates that the face image can be completely characterized with 125 fiducial facial feature points and
suggests that L1-norm distance metric is most suitable to measure image similarity in eigenspace. The proposed system reduces the feature vector dimensionality considerably. It results in reduced computational cost and storage cost. In addition to this, proposed system is very robust to all types of image variations. All these benefits make the proposed system most suitable for machine face recognition application.
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